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SSH Script Job Submission 

 

Basic submitting jobs with bsub 

An executable file is submitted to run on the compute nodes using the LSF command 

bsub. The bsub command can be made from the command line, but it is convenient to 

use a script file. Consider the following file "bedtools.job" consisting of the lines 

 

#!/bin/bash 

#BSUB -n 10 

#BSUB -R "span[ptile=1]" 

#BSUB -R "rusage[mem=100]" 

#BSUB -q low_priority 

#BSUB -o /home/test4/bedtools.out.%J 

#BSUB -e /home/test4/bedtools.err.%J 

#BSUB -J BedTools-CLI 

module load bedtools-2.25 

 

Line by line, explaining the bsub file 

"-n 10" Asks for 10 processors. 

“-R "span[ptile=1]"” Job distribution: 1 core per node 

“-R "rusage[mem=100]"” Requested memory (MB) per node 

“-q low_priority” Queue option, by default is medium priority 

“-o /home/test4/bedtools.out.%J” Denotes a file where standard output from the job 

will be saved. 

“-e /home/test4/bedtools.err.%J” Designates a file where standard error output from 

the job will be saved. 

“-J BedTools-CLI” Gives a runtime name for the job 

“module load bedtools-2.25” Initialize the application shell environment 

 

To submit the job type: 

bsub < bedtools.job 
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List of the application modules 

bcftools-1.3.1 

bedtools-2.25 

breakdancer-1.3.6 

bwa-0.7.15 

cnvnator-0.3 

pindel-0.2.5 

root-5.34.36 *For CNVNator 

samtools-1.3.1 

tabix-1.3.1 

java-1.8 *For GATK and Picard-tools 

vcftools-0.1.15 

 

List of the PATH Environment Variable 

GATK-3.6 = $GATK 

PICARD-Tools-2.4.1 = $PICARD 

 

Monitoring job progress – By using SSH command line 

Having submitted an LSF job, you can type bhist or bjobs at the command line. “bhist -l <job 

ID>” or “bjobs -l” will give some more verbose output  
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Monitoring job progress – By Using HPC Portal 

You may go to “Jobs” > “Running” Which is under “By State” to check your current running jobs 

 
 

How do I kill a job? 

 

If looking at the output files or you've remembered the job needs some other data or 

for some other reason you want to get the current job out of the way and run another 

job, you may want to kill it. You need the job ID, which you can get by typing 

"bjobs". Then  

 
will cause LSF to terminate the running job. 

 

How do I kill a job? By using HPC Portal 

1. Select the job you would like to terminate. 

 
 

2. Click on “Control” > Select “Kill” option, same goes to suspend or rerun the job. 
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Dependent jobs 

It is possible to schedule jobs to run only after other jobs have either started running 

or completed their runs. For example, you might schedule a preprocessing job to run; 

start a computation job when the preprocessing job is complete; then start a postprocessing 

job when the computation is done. 

 

To schedule such a series, use bsub -w [job-dependency-expression] to specify the 

job dependencies you need. 

 

To illustrate, let's say you have you have three jobs to run: 

1. pre.job: a preprocessing job 

2. main.job: a computation job 

3. post.job: a post-processing job 

 

The main job can be run only when the preprocessing job finishes, and the postprocessing job 

can be run only when the computation job finishes. 

 

Dependent jobs example 

To schedule the jobs described above to run in sequence, follow this example. 

 Submit the preprocessing job script first: 

 
Note the job ID, which you will need for the next step. 
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 Submit the main job, using the -w done job dependency option to indicate that 

it should start when the preprocessing job is done. 

 
Again, note the job ID for the next step. 

 Submit the post-processing job, setting the final job dependency with the -w 

done option to indicate that it should start when the main job is done. 

 
 To monitor the jobs you submitted, use the bjobs command. Your output will 

be similar to this: 

 
 

 

 

 


